
The best professional detection device in the 

world, the CAM-6000 camera 

  A fast and advanced detection camera that 

includes all types of photographic camera 

systems and exploration equipment systems. It 

contains three systems through the basic system, 

which is detection by the geophysical system to 

detect various values and changes in the soil 

caused by humans, and it has other features. 

It is: a rapid capture detection camera with 

self-filtering 

  Thermal emissivity laser detection camera 

And an electromagnetic detection camera 

And a multi-function optical detection camera 

  It is the one that does not require experience, balance, or training. The device is integrated 

and takes you to the desired goals using the most elegant and precise methods of exploration, 

which you rely on to be your eye with which you see and your hand with which you feel. It is the 

amazing German Falcon Eye Cam CAm-6000. 

  Now we present to you the Super Eye Camera, which monitors and detects all types of gold, 

treasures and important elements that you are looking for and that interest you in exploring and 

distinguishing them and knowing their type, class, depth, size and entrance. It is the magic 

detection camera Fire Storm Cam Six Thousand. There is no room for comparison with other 

devices as it is considered the best and most accurate in detecting. Gold and treasures, the 

depth reaches 75 meters, the front range is 7 km2, and the price is $9,500. 

The best professional detection device in the world, the CAM-6000, is a fast and advanced 

detection camera that includes all types of photographic camera systems and exploration 

equipment systems, as it does not require experience, balance, or training. The device is 

integrated and takes you to the desired goals using the most accurate, elegant and precise 

exploration methods that you rely on to be your eye. You see with your hand that feels it, it is 

the amazing German CAm-6000 Firestorm Cam. Now we present to you the Super Eye 

Camera, which monitors and detects all types of gold, treasures and important elements that 

you are searching for and that interest you in exploring and distinguishing them and knowing 

their type, type, depth, size and entrance. It is the magic detection camera, Cam Six Thousand. 

There is no comparison with other devices as it is considered the best and most accurate in 

discovering gold and treasures. The depth reaches 75 meters and the front range is 7 km. The 

price is $9,500 - German industry - 3-year warranty. Unparalleled quality and durability.Current 

Ramadan offer 2024 25% discount 

The price after discount is $7200 


